
Situation last month?                                  Action required?
Arrangement/Implementation

Are parts placed in sequence (JIS)?

Is material provided in sequence or carsets?

Is material in place in accordance with the assembly sequence?

Does material provision take place on both sides?

Does waste disposal run smoothly?

Does the assembly sequence enable the worker triangle?
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Walkway Checklist

See how well your assembly processes are optimized!

Minimal Path to Parts
Is the material generally close to the worker?

Are the correct tools generally close to the worker?

Is the material accessible at an optimal height?

Are frequently used parts closest to the worker?

Are multiple parts picked (where applicable)?

Is picking done (where applicable) on a station-by-station and across- 
station basis?

Are there special boxes for bulk material?

Are parts standardized (where applicable)?

Are carsets used?

Are carsets running forward and backwards?

Minimal Path to Tools
Are tool carsets used?

Are tool carsets running forward and backwards?

Is an automated small parts feeder used when required?

Are multifunctional tools used?

Are frequently used tools closest to the worker?

Are tools easily accessible?
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Walkway Calculation
Are all walkways clearly defined at all times during assembly?                                      

Is the proportion of walking routes within the assembly process time 
transparent/known?

Are obstacles (containers / supports / ...) sufficiently taken into account in 
the walkway calculation?

Are the exact material retrieval points taken into account in the walkway 
calculation?

Are the exact tool retrieval points taken into account in the walkway           
calculation?

Is the movement of the product conveyor belt taken into account in the 
walkway calculation?

Can different walkway options be compared during planning?

In the case of high variance production, are all walkway variations that 
can occur at a station taken into account in the planning?
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Walkway Checklist

Process Planning

Can all assembly processes be completed within the cycle time?

Is the process duration of individual pick and assembly processes known?  

Is the workload of the workers transparent and within the intended range? 

Can cycle planning be done easily and intuitively? 

Does process planning take into account all material retrieval points, tool 
retrieval points, synchronization points with other workers, conveyor   
movement, and work points on the product?

Health Considerations

Are work safety rules for the worker being followed?

Are ergonomic aspects taken into account in task planning?

Suitable Racks to Minimize Distance
Are flow racks used for small components?

Are individual racks optimally adapted to the material zone?

               Situation last month?                       Action required?
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